Simulations of bubble entrainment and interactions with two dimensional vortical flows are preformed using a Discrete Element Model (DEM). In this EulerianLagrangian approach, solution to the carrier phase is obtained using direct numerical simulation whereas motion of subgrid bubbles is modeled using Lagrangian tracking. The volumetric displacement of the fluid by the finite size of the bubbles is modeled along with interphase momentum-exchange for a realistic coupling of the bubbles to the carrier phase. In order to assess the importance of this volumetric coupling effect even at low overall volume loading, simulations of few microbubbles entrained in a traveling vortex tube is studied in detail. The test case resembles the experiments conducted by Sridhar & Katz [JFM, 1999] on bubble-entrainment in vortex-rings. It is shown that under some conditions, the entrainment of eight small bubbles, 1, 100µm or less in diameter, result in significant levels of vortex distortion when modeled using the volumetric coupling effect. Neglecting these effects; however, does not result in any vortex distortion due to entrained bubbles. The non- 
I. INTRODUCTION
The effect of bubbles on surrounding fluid flow is of critical importance in many current research areas such as microbubble drag reduction, cavitation inception, chemical reaction, and small-scale cavitation, among others. In typical operational environments, liquid may be filled with small bubbles which have the potential to modify the flow. As shown by Sridhar and Katz (referred to as S&K in this work) 1 , low specific gravity of bubbles entrained in liquids can significantly alter vortical structures as bubbles tend to gravitate toward the vortex centers. Bubble entrainment and interaction with vortical structures has been studied by several groups [2] [3] [4] [5] , motivated by questions dealing with bubble motion, cavitation, and interphase dynamics. Sridhar & Katz 5 and Van Nierop et al. 3 used experimental techniques to develop models for bubble motion in non-uniform flow, with particular emphasis placed on the determination of the bubble lift coefficient. In a follow-up paper, S&K 1 observed the effects that bubbles, with diameter 400µm < d b < 1, 100µm, had on the structure of piston generated vortex rings. Their experimental results show that for a small number of entrained bubbles, at low overall volume fraction, significant distortion of the ring structure was possible under certain conditions. They characterized this distortion by examining sequential PIV images of the bubble entrainment and capture process. In significantly distorted vortices, the presence of the bubbles resulted in a fragmented core, with multiple regions of higher vorticity. Further, the core was shifted upwards, in the direction of the buoyancy force acting on the entrained bubbles. They supplied good analytic rationalization of their results, including the observed vortex distortion at low bubble volume fraction.
With proper non-dimensionalization of the bubble equation of motion 6 , they derived an independent parameter which was the non dimensional ratio of bubble buoyancy force to hydrodynamic pressure gradient in the vortex. This successfully characterized many of their results, including the bubble settling locations or equilibrium positions 3 .
Modeling approaches for bubbly flows in complex, large scale geometries must be diverse in nature, and capable of handling multiple length and time scales. Direct numerical techniques, capable of fully resolving the interface between the bubbles and surrounding fluid, have been useful for developing lower order models. Oweis et al. 2 used front tracking methods to solve the flow field around deforming and cavitating bubbles during entrainment by a Gaussian vortex. Current computational restrictions limit the use of complete models for engineering scale simulations and various levels of approximation must be introduced. Typically, the Eulerian-Eulerian or Eulerian-Lagrangian approach is employed. In an Eulerian-Eulerian or two-fluid model 4, 8 , both phases are treated as a continuum with unique fluid properties and two sets of Navier Stokes equations are solved. Because the idea of individual particles is not supported, closure models must be used for interphase momentum transfer. In an Eulerian-Lagrangian simulation such as the ones presented in this paper, each bubble is treated as a Lagrangian point-source. Motion of individual bubbles is governed by Newton's second law, and expressions for various forces acting at the centroid of the bubbles are used to advance their position in time. The bubble surface shape is not explicitly represented. With this approach, the effect of the bubbles on the carrier phase are either neglected 'one-way coupling' or modeled through a reaction source term in the momentum equations 'two-way coupling'.
For large volume loadings, the volume occupied by the sub-grid bubbles can become considerable, and as they move there can be local variations in bubble volume fraction.
Volume averaged equations explicitly accounting for the volume of each individual bubble have been derived [9] [10] [11] and commonly used in dense granular flows or fluidized bed studies.
In this case, the bubble centroids are still tracked in a Lagrangian frame and the bubble size is assumed smaller than the local control volume. Bubble size is indirectly accounted for by considering the fluid volume displaced. The carrier phase is governed by variable density, zero-Mach number equations and the the liquid flow velocity is no longer divergence free. In addition, the bubbles can influence the fluid through momentum exchange and a reaction force similar to that used in two-way coupling methods. Subsequently, we will refer to this approach as 'volumetric coupling'. This approach has been used for dense particulate flows [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] , column reactors 17 , and dense bubbly flows 11, 18 .
In this work, we evaluate the importance of volumetric coupling for bubble-laden flows even under low volume loading conditions. The discrete element approach together with volumetric coupling is used to investigate the effects of bubble entrainment on a traveling vortex tube. To facilitate several parametric studies, we consider a two-dimensional approximation of the vortex ring experiments conducted by S&K 1 . First, it is shown that volumetric coupling effects are necessary to capture the vortex distortions observed experimentally by injecting eight bubbles into the path of a traveling vortex tube. Simulations for this configuration are performed using one-way, two-way and volumetric coupling for varying strengths of the vortex tube and the diameters of the bubbles. It is shown that, to obtain the trends observed in the experiments related to bubble settling locations and vortex distortions, volumetric displacement effects are important. Second, qualitative and quantitative assessments of the vortex distortion observed in volumetric coupling are made using three methods: bubble induced vortex asymmetry, relative change in the decay rate of angular momentum, and relative change in the peak vorticity. It is found that in all cases the volumetric effects result in a relative increases in vortex decay rate and peak vorticity. Figure 1a elaborates the definition of the bubble settling location which is used in understanding many of the results in this work. Imagine that a buoyant bubble is released in the vicinity of a vortex with a core radius, r c . The magnitude of the fluid angular velocity, u θ , and vorticity, ω, may vary as functions of radius from the vortex center. Under the right conditions, ie. the vortex is strong enough, the bubble will become entrained in the vortex core. During this process, it may circle the core several times before eventually reaching a settling location with relative coordinates r s , θ s measured from the vortex center.
At the settling location, there is no motion of the bubble relative to the vortex, meaning that all forces acting on the bubble are in balance. This is shown in figure 1b , where we have included the lift, drag, pressure, added mass, and gravity forces. Note that the pressure force has been split into its dynamic and hydrostatic contributions. For the clockwise vortex shown, the settling location will be in first quadrant of the core where the fluid velocity is turning downward. Mazzitelli & Lohse 19 showed that it is primarily the lift force, which acts perpendicular to the vorticity and slip velocity vectors, that is responsible for bubble accumulation in the downward velocity side of vortices such as this one. This preferential sweeping has been observed in many studies and can lead to bubble clustering, and modulation of turbulence [19] [20] [21] . If the flow is steady and axisymmetric then the directionality of the other forces in figure 1b can also be deduced. The net buoyancy force which acts upward is due the addition of the hydrostatic pressure force, F P H and the bubble weight, F G . The added-mass and dynamic pressure forces act in the direction of negative dynamic pressure gradient. Neglecting outside disturbances, this will be toward the vortex center. The drag force acts in the direction of the slip velocity vector which, for a stationary bubble in an axisymmetric vortex, is perpendicular to the settling location vector, r s .
The paper is arranged as follows. In section II, the mathematical formulation of the approach is developed. Next, verification tests on entrainment of a single bubble into a
Schematic of a bubble entrained in a clockwise vortex and the forces which influence its settling location, (r s , θ s ).
stationary Gaussian vortex and Rankine vortex are presented in section III. In section IV, eight small bubbles are injected into the path of a traveling vortex tube. Their entrainment, and subsequent interactions with the vortex are compared to the experiments of S&K.
Finally, in section V, we examine how the observed large scale changes in vortex decay rate are correlated to the relative intensity of the local bubble-vortex interactions.
II. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION
The multiphase simulations in this work are carried out using the Eulerian-Lagrangian approach. Here, the motion of the fluid phase is computed using Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS), and Lagrangian particle tracking is used to solve the motion of the spherical, subgrid scale bubbly phase. Bubble motion in the fluid is calculated from Newton's second law, using expressions for gravity, pressure, lift, drag, and added mass forces. A bubble to fluid reaction is calculated to account for two-way momentum exchange. In addition, in the present formulation, volumetric displacement of the fluid by the bubble motion is accounted for by modifying the continuity and momentum equations.
A. Bubble Dynamics
In the Lagrangian reference frame, the equations of motion may be written for each bubble as a system of ordinary differential equations:
where F b is the net force acting on each bubble and has the following contributions:
The gravitational force, F G , is the weight of the bubble.
where V b is the bubble volume and g = +9.81ms −2 is the gravitational acceleration. The pressure force, F P , is the force on the bubble due to the total pressure gradient, including the hydrostatic contribution.
The bubble drag force, F D arises due to a difference in bubble and fluid velocities. It is given by:
where
is the frontal area of the bubble and u ,b is fluid velocity interpolated to the bubble location. The bubble slip velocity, (u b −u ,b ) is evaluated using the local velocity field near the bubble of interest. Various empirical expressions have been suggested for the drag coefficient, C D . For the work on bubble-vortex ring interactions, Sridhar & Katz 5 found that the drag coefficients were very close to solid sphere drag indicating that the bubble surface was contaminated. In this work, the standard drag curve of Schiller and Nauman 22 for solid sphere drag is used:
The lift force, F L , arises for bubbles in shear or rotating flow and has been the subject of much discussion in the literature. In general, it can be expressed as:
where C L is the lift coefficient. Various models have been proposed for the lift force 3, 5, 23, 24 .
For the bubble-vortex interaction, S&K 5 used the following lift coefficient to obtain the bubble trajectories similar to those observed experimentally 25 :
The above lift coefficient has significantly higher value than most others; however, it was shown to be necessary to match the bubble trajectories with the experimental data. In the present work, we use the same coefficients. It is shown that, in addition to the above models, to predict the vortex distortion and final settling locations, the volumetric displacement effects are critical.
The added mass force, F AM , is the force which would be exerted on the volume of fluid displaced by the presence of the bubble. It is given by
For small, spherical bubbles, it is generally accepted that C AM = 0.5.
The preceding formulation for bubble motion is based on Maxey & Riley's 6 well known equation of motion for a sphere in non-uniform Stokes flow. The effects of higher bubble Reynolds numbers (O(100)), shear induced lift force, F L are included in the above formulation. We neglect the Bassett history force, as its value is typically small compared to other forces 5 . Also, we have estimated that for the range of bubble and vortex sizes considered in this study, the contribution of the Faxen force to the overall bubble drag force will be small 26 . For the relatively small bubble sizes considered, we neglect bubble deformation, and assume the bubbles remain rigid spheres. To study larger bubbles with an Euler-Lagrange model, the effects of deformation may be accounted for implicitly by using modified drag and lift coefficients 27 . Inter-bubble collision forces are neglected in this work due to the low overall volume fraction in the cases studied.
B. Variable Density Fluid Formulation
Consider a domain Γ which contains discrete bubbles dispersed in a continuum fluid as shown in figure 2 . 
and
where P is the dynamic pressure in the fluid phase, D = ∇u + ∇u T is the deformation tensor. Note that no summation is implied on the subscript . In this form, the fluid velocity field is not divergence free, even for an incompressible fluid. The reaction force (f b→ ) from the bubbles onto the fluid per unit mass of fluid is given as:
where x cv and x b represent the centroids of the control volume (cv) and the bubble, respectively, N b is the total number of bubbles, and G ∆ is an interpolation function from the bubble locations to the fixed Eulerian grid. Note that the total force on the bubble consists of the pressure force, F P = −V b ∇P . The reaction of this force onto the fluid phase results in the force density +Θ b ∇P . This reaction term related to the pressure gradient can be combined with the pressure gradient in the momentum equation to obtain:
where Θ b ∇P is the Eulerian force density obtained from the pressure force and f b→ is the Eulerian force density constructed from the Lagrangian force on the bubbles without the pressure force (equation 13 without the pressure force, F P ). Noting that Θ b + Θ = 1, the above equation can be re-written in a more commonly used form by combining the first and last terms on the right-hand side of the above equation 11, 30 ,
where f b→ contains summation of all reaction forces in equation 13 except the pressure force.
This formulation is commonly used in gas-fluidized beds 31, 32 . In the absence of any fluid velocity, but in the presence of bubbles, the pressure gradient force is then appropriately balanced by the gravity force.
For large-eddy simulation, the above equations should be spatially filtered using density- The formulation for the fluid phase given by equations 11, 12, and 13 represents what we will refer to as volumetric coupling, where both bubble size and momentum transfer are accounted for. In equations 11 and 12, the point particle approach may be retained by setting Θ = 1 everywhere. If this is done, the fluid phase is only affected by the bubbles through the source term f b→ and will be referred to as two-way coupling. Additionally, for passive bubbles tracking with one-way coupling, the reaction force is also set to zero. Regardless of the coupling model used, the numerical solution of the fluid and bubble motion proceeds in the framework of a fractional step, finite volume solver. Details of the implementation completeness.
III. VERIFICATION TESTS
Accurate implementation of the various aspects of the DEM model involving bubble tracking, bubble-grid and grid-bubble interpolations and implementation of the reaction forces are first verified through two sets of tests relevant to the present study on bubble-vortex interactions: (i) bubble trajectories in a Gaussian vortex, and (ii) bubble trajectories in a Rankine vortex. The Gaussian vortex case is used to compare the bubble trajectories using one-way coupling with analytical solution. The Rankine vortex case is used to performing error analysis on the reaction force computation using two-way and volumetric coupling.
These tests verify that the DEM model and bubble force computations are correctly implemented.
A. Bubble entrainment into a stationary Gaussian vortex
As a first validation case, to show the accuracy of the solver, the entrainment of a single bubble into a stationary Gaussian vortex is considered. The Gaussian vortex is a planar vortex with initial circulation Γ 0 and core radius r c whose vorticity distribution is a Gaussian function of radius. There is no radial velocity component, and the the tangential velocity can be expressed as follows:
The maximum tangential velocity occurs at r = r c and is given by
where η 1 and η 2 are constants. The vorticity is then:
Assuming axial symmetry, the hydrodynamic pressure gradient is ∂P/∂r = ρu 
Force balance in the Gaussian vortex:
Since the velocity, vorticity, and pressure gradient are know functions of radius in the Gaussian vortex, it is possible to obtain analytic, coupled expressions for the settling coordinates (r s , θ s ) of entrained bubbles if their motion is governed by the forces outlined in section II. In solid body rotating flow, the vorticity is constant, and tangential velocity varies linearly with radius from the vortex center. Van Nierop et al. 3 used these characteristics along with force balances in the radial and azimuthal directions to develop uncoupled expressions for bubble settling radius and angle in forced, rotating flow. Here, we will employ a similar approach to obtain analytic expressions for settling location in the free, Gaussian vortex.
Assuming the flow field is steady, and neglecting the Bassett history force, the bubble settling location (r s , θ s ) will be dependent on five forces. These are lift, drag, gravity, added mass, and pressure. Using figure 1b as a guide, a force balance in the azimuthal direction reveals that the drag force is balanced entirely by a component of the net buoyancy force.
(
In the radial direction, there is a balance between the lift force, the dynamic pressure force, the added mass force and a component of the gravity force.
The dynamic pressure force and added mass force can be combined, so that the right hand side of equation 20 becomes
Inserting this and the expressions for F D , F L and F G given in section II into equations 19 and 20, the force balances can be rearranged into two coupled equations for r s and θ s :
If the flow field inside the vortex core is known (Gaussian, Taylor-Green, Rankine, etc.), and the drag and lift coefficients are specified functions of U θ and ω, then equations 22 and 23 can be solved iteratively for the bubble settling coordinates. 
where u θ is the angular component of velocity vector, Γ = πr 2 c ω is the vortex circulation, ω is vorticity inside the core, r is the radial distance to the vortex center, and r c is the vortex core radius, within which the circulation is constant, and outside of the core is zero. Vortex core size, vorticity, and circulation which are functions of the velocity in z direction (V ∞ ) and chord length of the propeller (C 0 ).
Motion of a single air bubble in a line vortex is simulated using the discrete bubble model with volumetric coupling. This test case shows the ability of the method to accurately predict the bubble motion in a relatively complex flow on an unstructured grid. The flow configuration is the same as medium scale vortex used by 37 and listed in the table III. Bubble 
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diameter and density are d b = 100 µm and ρ b = 1 kg/m 3 , respectively and it is initially located at r = 9 mm from the vortex center.
A cylindrical domain is chosen for this test case. A no slip wall is imposed on the peripheral boundary and a periodic condition on the xy-plane. The computational grid is shown in figure 4 . A grid convergence study is conducted by performing simulations at three In order to further quantify the accuracy of the bubble trajectory, an L2 error in trajectory is monitored ( figure 7 ). Here the error is defined as r err = |(r comp − r dirint )|/r c , where r comp , and r dirint are bubble distance to the vortex center from the computation and direct integration, and r c is the vortex core radius. The error is integrated in time to calculate the L2 norm. Close to second order convergence is observed.
IV. BUBBLE INTERACTIONS WITH A TRAVELING VORTEX
Interactions of few small bubbles with a traveling vortex are studied in detail using the one-way, two-way, and volumetric coupling. The traveling vortex is obtained from a pulsed jet with flow conditions based on the experiments by Sridhar & Katz 1 on traveling vortex ring.
A. Vortex Tube Generation
In this section, the interactions of eight small bubbles with a jet generated, traveling At the inlet boundary, a jet is pulsed for 0.27 seconds into the initially quiescent domain which causes the roll up of two symmetric vortex tubes as shown. The jet inflow velocity is a function of time, and is described by a polynomial, with coefficients summarized in table IV. After the jet is pulsed, the shear layer rolls up into a vortex tube. The contours in figure 8 show the diffusion of the high vorticity in the core as the vortex tube travels downstream.
At each timestep, the core center is located by determining the centroid of vorticity, defined as (following S&K):
where ω i is the local vorticity at the coordinates (X i , Y i ). The motion of the computed centroid is shown in figure 10 In addition to examining the contours of vorticity, the instantaneous shape of the vortex core may be visualized by creating radial and azimuthal mappings of the core vorticity distribution. This technique will later be used to quantify the vortex distortion caused by entrained bubbles in section IV D. At selected intervals, the vorticity distribution is mapped onto a cylindrical coordinate system centered at X c , Y c . This is accomplished using a discrete averaging procedure that includes each grid point within the core radius. Figure 11 shows the results of this technique applied to the initial, asymmetric stages of vortex formation (X/h jet ≈ 0.1), and to the fully developed stage (X/h jet ≈ 5). In the initial stage, the azimuthal vorticity distribution ( figure 11(a) ) shows the irregular shape of the core. The radial vorticity distribution ( figure 11(b) ) shows that there is a high gradient of vorticity in the radial direction, that has yet to diffuse. At much later times, the vortex is stable and the core is nearly axisymmetric in shape ( figure 11(c) ). Again, the azimuthal mapping scheme captures this accurately. The fully developed radial distribution ( figure 11(d) Stokes number has values between 0.27 and 2.07. Gravity is fixed at g = 9.81 m/s 2 . Each case is simulated using the three approaches outlined in the introduction; (i) the passive one-way coupling approach, (ii) the point-particle two way coupling approach, and (iii) the finite size volumetric coupling approach. passing vortex tube. They rise from their release point around the rear of the vortex and are swept into the downward velocity region on the forward side of the core. The Stokes number is the parameter which has the greatest effect on the trajectory during the entrainment process. Figure 14 shows the effects of increasing Stokes number on the trajectory of bubbles in cases 1, 4, 7, and 10 during entrainment. For these cases, the initial vortex strength is fixed at Γ 0 = 0.0159 m 2 /s and Stokes number varies due to changes in bubble size. In case #1, the bubble Stokes number is small, and the bubble follows the fluid streamlines closely as it spirals towards the core. With increasing Stokes number, this spiral becomes tighter and the bubble takes a more direct path to the settling location. For a fixed vortex strength, the settling radius increases with bubble diameter due to increases in both buoyancy and lift forces.
At the settling location, the bubbles do not remain perfectly stationary because of local flow variations, but in the mean, their position is steady. In order to account for these slight variations, the settling coordinates of each case are averaged for all bubbles over a distance of 5.2X/h jet < X vx < 5.9X/h jet . Table VI lists tion across all cases when compared to the passive one-way coupling model, indicating that the two-way coupling term f b→ is not significant at these low volume/mass loadings. The settling locations for the two-way and volumetric coupling approaches are plotted against the non-dimensional parameter gd figure 15 alongside the experimental data of S&K. Care has been taken to normalize the data in a consistent manner to the experiments. Excellent agreement is obtained with the volumetric coupling approach over the entire range of present conditions, while the two-way coupling approach shows considerable scatter and a consistently smaller settling radius than the experiments. This indicates that the disturbed flow field generated due to local variations in the bubble volume fraction accounted in the volumetric coupling approach is critical to predict the settling location correctly for even small bubbles. Further, this shows that the strong lift coefficient measured by S&K must be used with a volumetric coupling approach for correct predictions. 
D. Vortex distortion
Knowing that the volumetric coupling approach can accurately predict the entrainment and settling locations of the eight bubbles into the vortex core, we now investigate the effects that the bubbles have on the vortex structure after entrainment. The vortex cores of cases #1, #7, and #10 are visualized in figure 16 , at approximately the same location, become highly asymmetric and unstable due to the presence of the larger, 1100 µm bubbles.
The Gaussian profile of radial vorticity is essentially destroyed for r < r c , and a strong peak vorticity is observed near r/r c = 0.6.
In their experimental work, S&K characterized the vortex distortion by calculating the shift in the vorticity centroid, (X vx , Y vx ) as well as the change in peak vorticity in the core.
In highly distorted cases, the core was shifted upward during the entrainment process and fragmented into several regions of increased vorticity. In the present computations, the shift is fragmented or becomes asymmetric during the simulation. This is an entirely qualitative assessment, but is an important contribution of the volumetric coupling model. Second, we calculate the time averaged increase of peak vorticity, ω p , in the vortex core. This is a straightforward, quantitative measure which can be used to compare to S&K's experiment.
They observed that in distorted vortices, the peak measured vorticity in the core increased up to 28%. In the present study, we have calculated the increase as:
where ω p andω p are the instantaneous peak vorticity values observed for passive (1-way coupling) bubbles and bubbles modeled with volumetric coupling, respectively. The overbar indicates averaging in the time it takes for the vortex core to travel from X = 5.2h jet to X = 5.8h jet . In the present results, the values of W range from almost zero for case #3 to 39% in case#12, a similar range as in S&K's experiments. Third, and most importantly, we calculate the change in the decay rate of angular momentum due to volumetric coupling.
This calculation is illustrated in figure 18 . The instantaneous angular momentum in the core is calculated by summing the momentum of all control volumes in the core
Where r cv is the distance from the vortex centroid to the cv center and V cv is the cv volume.
The decay rate is then just the time derivative of the angular momentum.
In all cases, we observe an increase of the decay rate from toˆ when considering volumetric coupling, although the relative amount of this increase varies significantly. To normalize the amount across all cases, we introduce the relative change in decay rate,
Relative change in decay rate (%) = E =ˆ − × 100 (32) Again, the overbar denotes the average decay rate measured between X = 5.2h jet to X = 5.8h jet . Together these three criteria evaluate the bubble induced vortex asymmetry, the local volumetric effects (W ), and the more global volumetric effects (E).
Table VII contains a significant amount of information, and so we will attempt to extract from it some consistent trends. It is observed across all cases that the effect of the finite size of bubbles modeled through volumetric coupling is to decrease the vorticity at a radius inside the bubble settling location, and increase the vorticity in a band outside of settling location. This core topology change causes both an increase in the maximum vorticity by a factor W and an increase in the decay rate by a factor E. It will be shown in the next section that this increased decay rate scales linearly with the relative magnitude of the local bubble-vortex interactions. In their experimental results, S&K seemed to observe more frequent and distinct fragmenting of the core into multiple regions of high vorticity.
In this study, the only case to exhibit significant and consistent core fragmentation is case Although S&K were concerned only with a two dimensional slice of their vortex rings, their flow was inherently three dimensional. Application of our present methods to the threedimensional vortex ring problem is mostly straightforward. Such a simulation would allow a more direct comparison with the experimental results and should be pursued in the future.
However, in the present work a two-dimensional approximation was introduced to facilitate several parametric studies varying bubble size and vortex strength. Even for the vortex ring experiments, S&K observed that the bubbles remained in a single plane at the bottom of the ring, suggesting that a two-dimensional simulation may be a reasonable approximation.
The transport equation for vorticity in an incompressible fluid with constant properties is
Two effects which will be at play in three dimensions are not apparent in our two dimensional 
V. A CORRELATION FOR DECAY OF ANGULAR MOMENTUM, E.
The results in table VII show that some combinations of bubble size and vortex strength result in significantly more vortex distortion than others, dependent on the measurement criteria. Increasing bubble size, thus decreasing the fluid volume fraction, seems to have an effect, as does changing the vortex strength. However there appears to be no straightforward way to explain variations in the relative decay rate, E, based on the handful of available variables. In this section, we develop an analysis to understand how this increase in the vortex decay rate scales with the magnitude of the highly local, bubble-fluid interactions.
We start by calculating the net reaction force acting on the fluid due to the presence of the bubbles with volumetric coupling. A similar analysis was conducted by S&K as well as Druzhinin & Elghobashi 8 . We will derive an expression here applicable to the current Eulerian-Lagrangian framework, and use it to calculate the net reaction from the entrained bubbles at their settling location in a Gaussian vortex. We can write the single phase, undisturbed momentum equation as:
where C denotes the total acceleration term, P denotes the pressure term, V the viscous term, and B the gravitational body force term. Similarly for multiphase flow, the volume averaged momentum equation can be expressed as
C =P +V +B + f b→
Here,Ĉ,P,V, andB are the same contributions to the fluid momentum, but are representative of the disturbed flow field containing the eight finite size bubbles. Recall that f b→ is the interphase momentum exchange term which is not present in the single phase equations.
If all terms are moved to the right hand side, and the single phase terms are subtracted from the disturbed flow terms, we can write an expression for the reaction force per unit volume ( ∆R) imposed on the fluid by the presence of the bubbles:
In order to simplify this and arrive at an expression applicable to the present case, we make the following assumptions. First, the undisturbed flow is steady over the timescale of bubble to fluid momentum transfer. Second, the bubbles are not accelerating. Once they reach their settling location, they translate rectilinearly with the vortex core (see figure 13(b) ). This also implies that the lift, drag, added mass, pressure, and gravity forces are in balance. Finally, we assume the vortex core is well represented by the axisymmetric, Gaussian profile. This was shown to be a good approximation for the present cases in figure 12 . The advantage to this assumption is that we now have good estimates for velocity, vorticity, and dynamic pressure gradient at all positions in the vortex core. The individual terms in equation 36
can then be simplified as follows:
Also, since the bubbles reach a settling location that is steady with respect to the vortex core, the net forces on the bubble are in balance,
The change in fluid body force can be combined with the interphase reaction term, f b→ , to form a net buoyancy force experienced by the fluid. Note that the interphase reaction term will be small when the bubbles are not accelerating, explaining why the point-particle, two-way coupling approach causes almost no vortex distortion. The only other significant term which arises in this simplification is due to changes to the dynamic pressure gradient 
This is in agreement with the general expression obtained by Druzhinin & Elghobashi for their two-fluid model, and used by S&K in their discussion of bubble induced vortex distortion. In order to find the magnitude of the total reaction to the fluid, we decompose the reaction into components. In a counter-clockwise cylindrical coordinate system (ccw rotation is positive, radially outward is positive) located at the vortex center we have,
In the present clockwise vortices, the magnitude of this reaction will be directed up and to the left from the settling location in first quadrant. The magnitude and direction of the net reaction measured from the horizontal (θ = 0) will be
We now seek a quantity which can make sense of the changes in vortex structure and decay rate for certain combinations of bubble size and initial vortex strength. The net reaction, R net , represents a local input to the fluid. Intuitively, the local force which drives the rotation of the vortex should also dictate the magnitude of the effects. We therefore choose to normalize, R net , by the local vortex force, F local vx . The idea of the vortex force was originally developed by Prandtl and is frequently used when studying vortex dynamics 41 . It can be thought of as the force required to maintain steady rotation of a vortex. It is defined for a closed region as
If we insert the expressions for the Gaussian vortex velocity and vorticity fields, we can obtain an expression for the total vortex force required to drive the Gaussian vortex having initial strength Γ 0 and core radius, r c .
Here, the cross product in the integral has been simplified because the velocity (u θ ) is orthogonal to the vorticity (ω z ) at all points in the undisturbed, 2D vortex core. The integration variable has been changed from the vortex volume to the vortex radius. Using this expression, a more helpful quantity is the vortex force required to maintain rotation of a small band centered at the bubble settling radius, illustrated schematically in figure 19 .
By changing the integration limits in equation 46 to represent a band of width δ, centered at the bubble settling radius, r s , we obtain
Note, that the integration has been post-multiplied by the scaling quantity r c /δ. This is to account for the effect that choice of bandwidth has on the magnitude of the integral. By rescaling in this way, the values of vortex force become independent of the choice of δ so long as δ << r c . 
VI. CONCLUSIONS
The entrainment of small bubbles into both stationary and traveling, two dimensional vortex tubes has been investigated using a Discrete Element Model. In this Eulerian-Lagrangian These changes (vortex distortion) were assessed using measurements of relative asymmetry and core fragmentation, peak vorticity, and angular momentum decay rate. To better understand why the magnitude of these changes varried case to case, a method for determining a relative reaction force, or distortion potential was developed using the idea of a local vor- for partial support. All simulations were performed on the high performance computing cluster at Oregon State University.
Appendix: Numerical Methods
The fluid flow solver is based on a co-located grid finite volume scheme for arbitrary shaped unstrcutured grids 34, 42 . The details of the numerical implementation are given in 35 .
Here we summarize the basic steps for completeness. are used to denote disperse phase. The time-staggering is done so that the variables are located most conveniently for the time-advancement scheme. We follow the collocated spatial arrangement for velocity and pressure field as has been used by [42] [43] [44] . The main reason to use this arrangement as opposed to spatial-staggering is its easy application to unstructured grids and/or adaptive mesh refinement. Accordingly, the dispersed phase positions (X i ), density (ρ), volume fraction (Θ), and viscosity (µ) are located at time level t n+1/2 and t n+3/2 whereas the fluid velocity (u i , u N ) and the dispersed phase velocity (U i ), and the pressure (p) are located at time level t n and t n+1 . This makes the discretization symmetric in time, a feature important to obtain good conservation properties of the numerical scheme as emphasized and used by Pierce and Moin 45 for low-Mach number, reactive flows.
The goal is to advance the flow solution from t n to t n+1 , and the dispersed phase solution from t n+1/2 to t n+3/2 . Given proper specification of initial conditions, the solution proceeds as follows:
• Step 1: Advance the bubble positions and velocities using the adaptive time-stepping algorithm described above. Compute the void fraction field at the new bubble locations using the Lagrangian-Eulerian interpolation kernel and set the density ρ = ρ Θ .
• Step 2: Advance the fluid momentum equations using the fractional step algorithm, with the interphase force, f i , treated explicitly (the subscript for fluid phase is dropped for simplicity). where N is the face-normal component, and A face is the face area. The density fields at faces are obtained using simple arithmetic averages of density at adjacent CVs. Here the fluid viscosity is given as µ * face = Θ ,face µ eff,face where µ eff is the summation of the dynamic viscosity and eddy viscosity obtained from the dynamic Smagorinsky model.
The pressure gradient at the CV centers in the above equation is at the old time-level and is obtained as described below. The reaction force f n+1/2 i is obtained through Lagrangian-Eulerian interpolation and consists of the pressure force on the disperse phase. In the above step, the viscous terms are treated implicitly, the three equations for the velocity components at the CV centers are solved using iterative scheme such as Gauss-Seidel.
• Step 3: Remove the old pressure gradient to obtain the velocity field, u i : where the subscripts cv and nbr stand for the the control volume CV for which the velocity field is being solved and the neighboring CV sharing a common face, respectively and |S cv→nbr | represents the magnitude of the vector connecting the two control volumes.
•
Step 5: The pressure field and the pressure gradients at t n+1 are unknown in the 
Interpolation Operator for Lagrangian-Eulerian Mapping
In the simulation of a coupled liquid and bubble system, mapping data from Eulerian framework (liquid phase) to Lagrangian framework (bubble/particle phase) is necessary. In the Lagrangian calculation, data sets such as flow velocity, pressure, acceleration, etc., are needed for the bubble/particle motion. On the other hand, reaction forces acting on liquid phase and bubble volume fraction are needed to be mapped into Eulerian framework.
The interpolation function should be smooth and conserve the transferred variable 46 . The Gaussian interpolation function is given by
where σ is the kernel width, x k and x b,k denote the available data point on the grid and the bubble location, respectively. In order to enforce mass conservation, the kernel function is normalized over the volume of integration by Using the above kernel, volume fraction of the liquid can be calculated as .11) 
